
 

DEPARTMENT OF MIZO 

 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES  

Students will become accomplished, active readers who appreciate ambiguity and complexity, and 

who can articulate their own interpretations with an awareness and curiosity for other perspectives.  

Students will be able to write effectively for a variety of professional and social settings. They will 

practice writing as a process of motivated inquiry, engaging other writers’ ideas as they explore 

and develop their own. They will demonstrate an ability to revise for content and edit for 

grammatical and stylistic clarity.  

Students will gain knowledge of the history and development of Mizo literatures as well as Mizo 

history and culture. They will develop an ability to read texts in relation to their historical and 

cultural contexts, in order to gain a richer understanding of both text and context, and to become 

more aware of themselves as situated historically and culturally.  

Students will develop a passion for literature and language. They will appreciate literature’s ability 

to elicit feeling, cultivate the imagination, and call us to account as humans.  

Students will have a critical mind while reading literary text, and deploy ideas from these texts in 

their own reading and writing.  

 

 COURSE OUTCOME 

ELECTIVE MZ/1/EC/1 THUTLUANG (PROSE & ESSAYS)  

Students will get a firm grasp of the Mizo language and the manner of speaking, and learn to write 

using correct and accepted diction. They will also acquire knowledge about the culture and 

tradition of the Mizo society.  

ELECTIVE MZ/2/EC/2 DRAMA-I  

Students will develop knowledge of the history of theatre and dramatic literature. They will learn 

to read with comprehension, and learn to critically and aesthetically analyze works in dramatic 

literature.  

MIL MZ/3/FC/3 INTRODUCTION TO MIZO LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE  

Students will develop an understanding of the development of the Mizo language and literature 

through the study of poetry and drama.  

ELECTIVE MZ/3/EC/3 FICTION-I  

Students will learn the history, culture and tradition of the Mizos and also learn about nature in 

Mizoram. They will also develop patriotism through reading the various works.  

 

 



ELECTIVE MZ/4/EC/4 ESSAYS  

Students will develop an idea of Mizo prose and poetry. They will acquire the skills to identify, 

analyse, interpret and describe ideas, values and themes that appear in the essays. They will also 

understand how these ideas, values, and themes impact culture and society.  

MZ/5/CC/5 THEORY OF LITERATURE  

Students will get acquainted with the different concepts and theories of literature. They will be 

able to apply this knowledge in reading literature.  

MZ/5/CC/6 SELECTED ENGLISH POEMS  

Students will develop their aesthetic sense and appreciation of poetry in relation to rhyme, rhythm 

and style. They will also understand the thought and imagination contained in the poem. It will 

help them in understanding the regional poetry.  

MZ/5/CC/7 POETRY-II  

Students will learn to appreciate Mizo poetry and at the same time, they will acquire knowledge 

about the lives of their ancestors, their livelihood and their attitude towards the spiritual realm.  

MZ/5/CC/8(B) PROSE WRITINGS  

Students will be able to extend their knowledge of vocabulary and structures, thereby developing 

the language ability. They will be able to get a clear grasp of the culture and traditions of the Mizo 

society. They will also understand the development of prose from the early times to the present 

time.  

MZ/6/CC/9 HISTORY OF MIZO LITERATURE  

Students will acquire knowledge of the growth and development of Mizo Literature. This will help 

them in their understanding and studying of various genres of Mizo literature.  

CORE MZ/6/CC/10 FICTION-II  

Students will acquire knowledge about the history of Mizo society, before Christianity came into 

the land to ‘Rambuai’ (the twenty long years of Mizo disturbance) to the advent of Christianity and 

then to the modern period. They will also learn how faithfulness, devotion and loyalty is ingrained 

in the Mizo people. They will also learn about the Mizo language.  

MZ/6/CC/11 MIZO LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR  

Students will develop their intellectual, personal and professional abilities in terms of the Mizo 

language. They will acquire language skills like listening, speaking, reading and writing, and also 

acquire the linguistic competence required in various life situations.  

MZ/6/CC/12(B) SELECTED ENGLISH PROSE  

Students will be able to extend their knowledge of vocabulary and structures. They will develop 

their imagination and creativity. They will be able to make their own judgement, reasoning, and 

interpretation. This will help them in their reading and understanding of the Mizo prose. 




